
A combined air scrubber, ventilation, 
heating and cooling system.

Designed specifically for the poultry industry.



VentMax is the 
future of air 
scrubbing and 
environmental 
control in poultry 
sheds.



VentMax offers air scrubbing, ventilation, heating and cooling - all from one 
system.  It delivers a range of financial, operational, welfare and environmental 
benefits, far in advance of conventional methods.

Advanced air scrubber

VentMax is an advanced air scrubbing 

system that can reduce dust, ammonia 

and odour emissions by up to 90%.  By 

reducing the levels of emissions across 

your site, you can achieve environmental 

targets to crucially support planning 

permissions and EA/NRW approval.

Introduction

Efficient heating and cooling

Delivering consistently high levels of 

energy efficiency, VentMax recovers up to 

70% of waste heat leaving a shed to heat 

incoming air. A ground source heat pump 

(GeoCube) can then be used to generate 

the balance, for a reliable, sustainable 

source of heat. 

And when you need to reduce shed 

temperatures, VentMax offers free ambient 

cooling. For higher capacity demands, heat 

pump technology can utilise passive and 

active cooling to supply the ventilation 

system.

Controlled ventilation 

VentMax combines advanced ventilation 

technology with intelligent controls to 

manage air pressure, air movement and 

temperature, for optimum bird comfort and 

productivity. Designed to be quieter than 

conventional systems, it ensures a calm 

environment for your poultry to thrive.  



1.  Dirty air leaving the shed passes through 

a filter to remove large particulates of 

dust 

2.  The air then passes through a fan and 

heat exchanger

3.  The heat exchanger removes excess 

heat and the heat is transferred into the 

incoming fresh clean air supply 

4.  The outgoing air finally passes through 

an air scrubber system to remove 

ammonia gases, odour and any 

remaining small dust particulates 

5.  The air is then exhausted at high velocity 

through a stack 

6.  Filtered incoming air passes over a coil 

which either adds heating or cooling to 

condition it before entering the building 

to maintain the target temperature 

7.  Air is distributed into the shed using high 

velocity nozzles to ensure it reaches the 

centre of the shed without causing wind 

chill at bird level.

How VentMax works
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VentMax units are designed to reduce emissions 
from air leaving your poultry house. At the same 
time they deliver efficient heating and cooling, 
whilst maintaining a calm, temperature-controlled 
environment.  

Air scrubbing and extraction 

VentMax treats the air leaving the 

shed using a filter to remove the large 

particulates of dust, before passing it 

through a fan and then a plate heat 

exchanger, where the heat is removed and 

used to heat the incoming clean air supply. 

The outgoing air then passes through 

an air scrubbing system to ensure any 

remaining small dust particulates are 

removed from the air stream.  The 

scrubbing system removes ammonia 

gasses to reduce the levels of ammonia 

and odour emissions discharged to the 

atmosphere. Finally, the air is exhausted at 

high velocity through a stack, which can be 

adjusted in respect of height and velocity 

to suit local environmental requirements.

Temperature-controlled ventilation

When the supply air enters the building 

it is initially filtered. It then either passes 

through the plate heat exchanger to 

recover heat from the outgoing exhaust 

air or bypasses this if no pre-heating is 

required. The air then flows over a coil 

which either adds heating or cooling to 

condition it before entering the building, 

in order to maintain the target house set 

temperature.

Plant control

VentMax has its own control system 

developed by IPT.  This ensures return 

air temperatures and the house set 

point are kept consistent, regardless of 

external weather conditions. Our system’s 

intelligent monitoring and reporting 

capabilities offer a detailed analysis of shed 

conditions, ammonia emissions and plant 

operation. 

When required, our controls can be 

fully integrated with your own building 

management system, providing one tool to 

monitor and operate your facility.

System overview



Optimum airflow 

Using VentMax, air enters your poultry units through directional nozzles which can be adjusted to suit specific air flow patterns and 

distribution. These ensure an even temperature and movement of air throughout the house, whilst keeping the air movement above bird 

height to prevent any wind chill effect.

The exhaust air is removed at eaves height, above the supply nozzles, removing the need to treat the air within the envelope of the apex, 

thus reducing energy consumption. 

Advanced ventilation features

Constant air pressure

Each VentMax unit has a separate 

supply and exhaust fan to regulate and 

maintain the set air pressure within the 

shed, helping achieve a more controlled 

environment. 

Zone control

For optimum zone control, each 

VentMax unit is fitted with intelligent 

controls so it can automatically adjust to 

conditions in its vicinity, or respond to a 

manual override.

Underfloor heating

When underfloor heating is present, this 

can also be controlled from a manifold 

on each unit, for optimum temperature 

control flexibility. 
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Unlike conventional 
ventilation systems, 
VentMax can control 
shed temperatures 
within +/- 0.5C of 
the house set point.

VentMax uses an intelligent climate control 

system to provide broiler sheds with the 

optimum level of heating, cooling and 

humidification depending on the:

•	 Required shed temperature 

(dependent on rearing cycle)

•	 External ambient conditions

•	 Internal conditions, varying in each 

zone e.g air speed, humidity etc

For lower heating and cooling demands 

it will use heat recovered from exhaust 

air and free ambient cooling. For higher 

capacities, VentMax should be integrated 

with a ground source heat pump 

(GeoCube) for optimum efficiency. Heat 

pumps use conventional refrigeration 

technology to provide cost effective 

heating and cooling. 



VentMax helps 
poultry farmers 
ensure a controlled 
and clean 
environment for 
their birds, leading 
to optimum 
productivity. 



Lower ammonia and odour emissions

VentMax treats air leaving your poultry 

house, reducing dust, ammonia and 

odour levels by up to 90%, aiding 

environmental compliance and 

supporting expansion plans.

Reduced energy consumption

VentMax recovers up to 70% of waste 

heat leaving a shed and uses this to heat 

incoming air. The balance can then be 

generated by a heat pump (GeoCube) 

to provide an energy efficient means of 

heating your buildings. 

Improved bird welfare

VentMax utilises passive and active 

cooling to substantially reduce the need 

for disruptive tunnel ventilation systems 

in hot weather. 

The units continuously control air 

entering and leaving your shed, 

maintaining its temperature without the 

need for noisy intermittent ridge fans. 

This eliminates unwanted light in dark 

periods and falling cold air, removing 

the risk of wind chill, helping maintain 

feed conversion rates and ultimately 

improving bird welfare.

Improved temperature control 

Using programmed algorithms, VentMax 

calculates the required shed temperature 

for the current stage of the broiler cycle 

and adjusts this based on outdoor 

ambient temperatures to ensure a 

constant, regulated indoor environment.  

Reduced temperature drift

Sensitive measurement technology 

allows VentMax to quickly adapt to 

changes in outdoor conditions, reducing 

the need for manual intervention.  

Temperature drifts are significantly lower 

and a consistent temperature of +/- 0.5 

deg can be achieved. 

Improved litter quality

Due to its advanced ventilation system, 

VentMax reduces the risk of wet litter 

spots caused by falling cold air from 

conventional inlets. This removes the 

burden and cost of spreading additional 

bedding and reduces the risk of hock 

burn.

Benefits



IPT designs, manufactures and installs innovative heating and cooling plant 

that solves real commercial challenges. Our product range continues to 

expand, with the GeoCube, VentMax and OptiRad systems all designed 

with the agricultural industry in mind. We have an enviable track record 

delivering commercial and agricultural design and build projects.  From 

conception to completion, we make sure every project is on time and 

within budget.

Made in Britain

We design and manufacture all our products from our state-of-the-art 

production facility in Bromsgrove. Because our designers, production team 

and service engineers collaborate together on one site, we can deliver 

quality-engineered products, bespoke solutions and a seamless service.

Aftercare service

Once installed, our commitment to quality continues, with our 

comprehensive aftercare service programmes. These include a technical 

helpline, on call duty engineers, planned maintenance, remote system 

checks and performance reports.

IPT (IPT Technology Ltd) is part of the IET Group (Integrated Eco 

Technologies) which includes:

EcoAir Box: fully packaged air handling units

ExCool: market-leading advanced data centre cooling

Mercury Climatic Services: full HVAC installation service.

About IPT



All our products 
are designed and 
manufactured at 
our state-of-the-art 
production facility 
in the Midlands.



Cooper House, Corbett Business Park,

Shaw Lane, Bromsgrove, B60 4EA

Office 01527 492 790

www.ipt-technology.co.uk

info@ipt-technology.co.uk


